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AUTHOR’S ILLICIT COMPETITION ENTRY THRILLS AUDIO PUBLISHER


Nov 15th 2018. Evesham, UK – Local author Ian Coates announces the signing of a contract with audio book giant Audible for the production of an audio version of his thriller Eavesdrop, a novel that combines the worlds of smuggling, technology and espionage. He draws on his experience from a career designing high-tech electronics to bring authenticity to a story in which smuggling and industrial espionage leave Customs Investigator James Winter’s career in tatters.  Who arranged his dismissal, and what’s their link to Middle East Assassins?

The thriller was first published by the American publisher Assent Publishing in paperback and e-book formats, but Ian had always longed to hear an audio version. His attention was therefore caught earlier this year when Audible launched a Crime Fiction New Writing Grant competition. Although the title suggested his entry would be disqualified, the terms and conditions were less specific so he dared to submit a copy of Eavesdrop with a covering explanation. A few months later, they emailed back to say his book did not qualify for the competition because of its earlier publication, but that the judges had been so impressed by the thriller that they wanted to offer a contract anyway.

Ian had listened to audio books since a child, when his parents played story cassettes to him on long car journeys, and he has loved that format ever since. “This is a dream come true,” he admitted. “I can’t wait to hear a professional narrator bring my book to life.” It is expected to be available later this year.

The author has nearly completed work on a second thriller, The Rival, but says this time he wants to find a literary agent first, rather than dealing directly with a publisher.

The author can be reached at info@iancoatesthrillers.co.uk or on +44 750 2198291, and is available for articles and interviews. A full media pack can be downloaded from www.iancoatesauthor.co.uk.
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